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NOTES
UNIFORM PROPERTY TAXATION IN INDIANA-THE NEED FOR
A CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
The general property tax has been a source of revenue for state and
local governments in this country since colonial days.' Early in the
Nineteenth century, when the principal forms of wealth were land and
farm stock, the draftsmen of state constitutions were concerned with in-
suring that all such property was uniformly assessed and taxed.2  As a
result, the Indiana constitution, as well as others adopted between 1840
and 1860, contains strict uniformity provisions.' The movement for
uniformity waned after 1860' and subsequent state constitutions have
left to the judgment of the legislature how a fair and workable system of
taxation should be constructed. However, since 1851, Indiana taxing
statutes have been limited by the requirements of article X, section 1:
The General Assembly shall provide, by law, for a uniform
and equal rate of assessment and taxation; and shall prescribe
such regulations as shall secure a just valuation for taxation of
all property, both real and personal, excepting such only for
municipal, educational, literary, scientific, religious, or charit-
able purposes, as may be specially exempted by law.
As industry and finance have supplanted agriculture as the major
1. See JENSEN, PROPERTY TAXATION IN THE UNITED STATES 26-35 (1931). In In-
diana the property tax is no longer a major source of state revenue. There are pres-
ently only four state property taxes: IND. ANN. STAT. §§ 64-2701 to -2748 (Burns
1961) (intangibles tax) ; §§ 32-401 to -406 (Burns 1949) (state forestry levy) ; § 15-228
(Burns 1950) (state fair board levy) ; and § 64-1810 (Burns 1961) (distributable
property of railroad car companies). For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1960, the
intangibles tax produced $6,854,060, 90% of which was distributed to the state's 92
counties; the other three taxes combined produce less than $1 million ($417,407 from
the forestry levy; $224,890 from the fair board levy; and $329,259 from the railroad
tax). INDIANA STATE BUDGET COMMITTEE, INDIANA STATE BUDGET REPORT FOR THE
1961-1963 BIENNIUM 16 (1961). Local governments, however, are dependent on the
property tax. In 1958, it accounted for more than 56% of all local revenue. STATE OF
INDIANA, STATISTIcAL REPORT 18, 26, 32 (1959).
2. 1 DEBATES IN INDIANA CONVENTION 1850, at 941-50 (1850).
3. 18 states adopted 20 state constitutions during this period, 11 of which contained
a uniformity provision: Louisiana (1845) ; Texas (1845) ; Illinois (1848) ; California
(1849) ; Virginia (1850) ; Indiana (1851) ; Maryland (1851) ; Ohio (1851) ; Oregon
(1851) ; Minnesota (1857) ; Kansas (1859). See JENSEN, Op. cit. supra note 1, at 38-39.
4. JENSEN, op. cit. supra note 1, at 36.
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sources of income in our economy,5 and as the forms of wealth have
changed and grown more complex,6 the General Assembly has made many
attempts to create schemes of taxation for particular classifications of
property.' The intangibles tax, for example, employs a special rate of
assessment and taxation. The gross income tax has a special rate and
does not require assessment. Both of these taxes have been upheld by
the Indiana Supreme Court on the ground that they are excise taxes,
taxes on a privilege.' Recently, however, the court declared unconstitu-
tional an act levying a 2 per cent excise tax on motor vehicles9 on the
ground that it improperly exempted motor vehicles from the general
property tax."° In a companion case, the court invalidated a statutory
effort to provide a workable system for valuing household goods"' on the
ground that it was unjust valuation to assess household goods at 5 per
cent of the assessed value of the improvements in which they are kept. 2
These two decisions call into question some of the court's previous
rulings, particularly its approval of the intangibles tax, and they cast
doubt on the validity of several other current tax statutes. 8 Accordingly,
5. During the period from 1869 to 1878 the farm sector of the national economy
contributed 36% of the total gross domestic product. This figure dropped to 23% for
the period from 1897 to 1901, to 11% in 1926 and to 6% in 1955. See UNITED STATES
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, HISTORIcA. STATISTICS OF THE UNITED STATES, COLONIAL
TIMES TO 1957, Table: Series 44-48, at 140-141 (1961).
6. The rapid increase in the number of people who own shares of stock in public
corporations is one indication of this ever increasing complexity. Between 1930 and
1950, the number of shareholders in 45 common stocks listed on the New York Stock
Exchange increased by 72%. See BROOKINGS INSTITUTION, SHARE OWNERSHIP IN THE
UNITED STATES 192 (1952). Since 1952 the number of holders of shares of stock in all
public corporations has increased from 6.5 million (or 1 in 16) to over 17 million (or
1 in 6) in 1962. In Indiana, the number has increased from 117,000 in 1956 to 374,000
in 1962. See NEw YORK STocK ExCHANGE, 1962 CENSUS OF SHAREOWNERS IN AMERICA
(1962).
7. See Ind. Acts of 1961, ch. 345, 2% motor vehicle excise tax, held unconstitu-
tional in Wright v. Steers, 179 N.E.2d 721 (Ind. 1962); Ind. Acts of 1961, ch. 325,
household goods tax, held unconstitutional in Finney v. Johnson, 179 N.E.2d 718 (Ind.
1962); IND. ANN. STAT. §§ 64-2701 to -2748 (Burns 1961), the intangibles tax, held
constitutional in Lutz v. Arnold, 208 Ind. 480, 193 N.E. 840 (1935); IND. ANN. STAT. §§
64-2601 to -2635 (Burns 1961), the gross income tax, held constitutional in Miles v. De-
partment of the Treasury, 209 Ind. 172, 199 N.E. 372 (1935) ; Hart v. Smith, 159 Ind.
182, 64 N.E. 661 (1902), failure to tax goodwill as property upheld; State Bd. of Tax
Comm'rs v. Holliday, 150 Ind. 216, 49 N.E. 14 (1898), failure of General Assembly to
deal with taxation of life insurance policies upheld; IND. ANN. STAT. §§ 32-301 to -319
(Bums 1949), forest land tax, not tested in courts; IND. ANN. STAT. §§ 64-3101 to -3108
(Burns 1961), vessel tonnage tax, not tested in courts.
8. The intangibles tax was sustained in Lutz v. Arnold, 208 Ind. 480, 193 N.E. 840
(1935) ; the gross income tax was sustained in Miles v. Department of the Treasury,
209 Ind. 172, 199 N.E. 372 (1935).
9. Ind. Acts of 1961, ch. 345.
10. Wright v. Steers, 179 N.E.2d 721 (Ind. 1962).
11. See Ind. Acts of 1961, ch. 325.
12. Finney v. Johnson, 179 N.E.2d 718 (Ind. 1962).
13. See IN. ANN. STAT. §§ 64-2701 to -2748 (Bums 1961) (intangibles tax); §
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this seems an appropriate time to examine the judicial history of article
X, section 1, and the need for amending this section of the constitution
to give the General Assembly greater flexibility in fashioning tax stat-
utes in order to make them as productive, useful and equitable as pos-
sible.1"
JUDICIAL INTERPRETATION OF ARTICLE X, SECTION 1, PRIOR TO 1962
The limitations imposed by article X, section 1 are that the -rate of
assessment and the rate of taxation must be uniform and equal on all
property; all property must be justly valued; and only property used for
certain enumerated purposes may be exempt from the tax.
In keeping with the waning enthusiasm for uniformity in property
taxes, the Indiana Supreme Court, as early as 1866, began interpreting
article X, section 1 in a vein liberal enough to permit some legislative
flexibility in fashioning the property tax. With respect to the first limi-
tation the court held that "uniform and equal rate of assessment and
taxation" did not require state-wide uniformity, but only a uniform and
equal rate throughout the particular jurisdiction levying the tax.Y
Second, it did not read the uniformity requirement into "just valuation,"
but instead permitted legislative classification of property for the pur-
pose of applying to it different methods of assessment."0 And third, it
permitted a tax statute to omit certain kinds of property (such as life
insurance policies) even though this was an indirect exemption of prop-
64-2801 to -2821 (Burns 1961) (bank tax) ; §§ 64-2821 to -2833 (Burns 1961) (building
and loan tax) ; §§ 32-301 to -319 (Bums 1949) (forest land tax) ; §§ 64-3101 to -3108
(Bums 1961) (vessel tonnage tax); § 64-228 (Burns 1961) (mortgage deduction);
§§ 64-218, -221 (Burns 1961) (veteran's deductions) ; § 64-224 (Burns 1961) (blindness
deduction) ; § 64-225 (Bums 1961) (old age deduction) ; § 48-6136 (Burns 1950) (vol-
unteer fireman's deduction).
14. Proposals to amend article X, § 1, have been made before. One passed the
1913 General Assembly but was defeated in 1915. The 1919 and 1921 General Assem-
blies adopted a revised proposal but it was defeated by the electorate. In 1959 the
Commission on State Tax and Financing Policy prepared a draft report in support of
such an amendment, but no action was taken on it in view of an opinion of the Attorney
General at that time that the Indiana court would probably continue to follow Lute.
Therefore, household goods or motor vehicles could be excluded from the property tax.
1960 Ops. ATr'Y GEN. OF INDIANA, 276.
15. Bright v. McCollough, 27 Ind. 223 (1866). Today, the rate of assessment on
all property is fixed at 33-1/3% of true cash value. See IND. ANN. STAT. § 64-309
(Bums 1961). The rate of taxation, however, varies from one taxing jurisdiction to
another, although of course, all taxable property within each jurisdiction is subject to
the local rate. The records of the Indiana Taxpayers Association show that the average
property tax rate in Indiana for 1962 is $6.69 per $100 of assessed value. The highest
rate, $13.42, is in the town of New Chicago in Lake County; the lowest city rate, $3.81,
is in Madison in Jefferson county; and the lowest rate for any taxing unit is $1.64 in
Fairbanks Township, Sullivan County.
16. Board of Comm'rs v. Johnson, 173 Ind. 76, 89 N.E. 590 (1909); Cleveland,
C., C. & St. L. Ry. v. Backus, 133 Ind. 513, 33 N.E. 421 (1892).
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erty which could not be specially exempted."
However, there has been no judicial decision weakening the consti-
tutional requirement of a uniform rate of assessment and taxation with-
in a jurisdiction as to all kinds of property covered by a particular tax.
Whatever method of valuation is used, it must be equitable, i.e., it must
be calculated to arrive at actual value or some proportion thereof."
Thus, if tax administration problems are created because certain kinds of
property are difficult to value fairly by any method,'" or because assess-
ment at the same rate as all other property is impractical because of the
relationship between value and income produced," the General Assembly
is apparently restricted to one of two unsatisfactory alternatives. It can
either include such property in the regular property tax and attempt to
value and tax it through procedures confessedly unworkable or unfair,
or it can omit the property altogether.
A possible way out of this apparent dilemma is to omit certain kinds
of property from the property tax, levy a tax on some privilege relating
to the omitted property, and contend that the tax is an excise tax not
covered by the property tax limitations of article X, section 1. This, of
course, is exactly what was done in the Intangibles Tax Act of 1933.21
The passage of this act is a perfect example of the unworkability of
the basic tenet of the property tax, viz., the rate of assessment and taxa-
tion must be uniform as to all property. Because in many cases the regu-
lar property tax rate was greater than the rate of return on securities,
owners of intangibles simply did not list them on their tax returns. Ob-
viously a lower tax rate had to be applied to this form of property in
17. See State Bd. of Tax Comm'rs v. Holliday, 150 Ind. 216, 49 N.E. 14 (1898).
18. In Cleveland, C., C. & St. L. Ry. v. Backus, 133 Ind. 513, 535, 33 N.E. 421, 428
(1892), the court said: "There is uniformity and equality of assessment and taxation
when all property is to be assessed at its true cash valte and the same rate is fixed on
all property subject to assessment for the tax." (Emphasis added). One of the most
difficult problems in administering the property tax is the achievement of uniformity
in the rate of assessment of property. This is graphically illustrated in a study made
for the Indiana State Board of Tax Commissioners in 1960 of the assessment practices
in six Indiana counties. It was found, for example, that for household goods the ratio
of assessment to actual value ranged from a low of 16.1% to a high of 37.4%; for
automobiles, the range was between 57.5% and 70.9% and for business personal property,
from 12.3% to 36.5%. See INDIANA STATE BOARD OF TAx COMMISSIONERS, THE SIx
COUNTY SURvEY OF THE EXPECTED EFFECTS OF THE 1962 PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX
MANUAL 11, 13 (1961). It is openly recognized that the rate of assessment on real prop-
erty has not been uniform throughout the state. Because the amount of state aid distributed
to local school corporations depends in part on the assessed valuation of property in
the school district, the State Board of Tax Commissioners has conducted several state-
wide sales assessment ratio studies in order to arrive at an equalizing factor to be ap-
plied to the assessed valuation of property in the school distribution formula.
19. E.g., household goods.
20. E.g., intangible property.
21. IND. ANN. STAT. §§ 64-2701 to -2748 (Burns 1961).
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order to persuade most investors to report their holdings. Accordingly,
the General Assembly passed what it termed an "excise tax" imposed on
the privilege of holding or transferring securities.2 2 When the consti-
tutionality of this act was tested in Lutz v. Arnold,23 the Indiana Supreme
Court agreed that this was indeed an excise tax and said that the General
Assembly clearly was not limited by article X, section 1 in levying it.
Excises may be laid on any class of property so long as the classification
chosen is reasonable.2"
The Intangibles Tax Act also exempts intangibles from the property
tax,2 5 and this exemption of a class of property not within the six ex-
emptible categories listed in article X, section 1, presented the most
serious difficulty in the Lutz case. The court resolved this problem by
relying on the old case of State Board of Tax Commissioners v. Holli-
day.2" In that case the issue had been whether life insurance policies
could be assessed as personal property. It was agreed that such policies
were intangible personal property, but the court stated that since the
statute made no provision for assessing and valuing such policies, they
were not taxable and further, although article X, section 1 limits the
kind of property the General Assembly may exempt from taxation, it
does not require selection of all kinds of property for taxation. There-
fore, if the General Assembly makes no provision for taxing a certain
kind of property, it is not taxable. The distinction drawn between "ex-
emption" and "selection" appears to have been a fairly obvious attempt to
circumvent article X, section 1, for there would seem to be no difference
whatsoever between specifically exempting by statute a certain kind of
property from taxation and simply making no provision for taxing it.
The latter technique, as effectively as the former, exempts such property
from taxation. As was pointed out by the dissent, the majority decision
only allowed the General Assembly to do indirectly what it could not do
directly.2
7
Nevertheless, the court in the Lutz case used this distinction between
selection and exemption to justify the removal of intangibles from sub-
jection to the property tax. The court said that if the General Assembly
in its wisdom saw fit to leave intangibles out of the scheme of taxation,
22. IND. ANN. STAT. § 64-2702 (Burns 1961).
23. 208 Ind. 480, 193 N.E. 840 (1935).
24. See Miles v. Department of the Treasury, 209 Ind. 172, 199 N.E. 372 (1935)
(gross income tax) ; Gafill v. Bracken, 195 Ind. 551, 145 N.E. 312 (1925) (gasoline
tax) ; Crittenberger v. State Say. & Trust Co., 189 Ind. 441, 127 N.E. 552 (1920)
(charitable exemptions under the state inheritance tax).
25. IND. ANN. STAT. § 64-2733 (Burns 1961).
26. 150 Ind. 216, 49 N.E. 14 (1898).
27. Id. at 241, 49 N.E. at 22 (separate opinion).
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then such property could not be taxed. The court admitted that this
amounted to an exemption of intangible property, but said that it was
.. . such an exemption as this court has held proper."2
However doubtful the reasoning in State Board of Tax Commis-
sioners v. Holliday and Lutz v. Arnold may seem and for whatever rea-
sons they may have been so decided, the fact remains that if these two
cases had been followed, the General Assembly would now have some of
the flexibility it so desperately needs respecting the property tax. Under
the guise of an excise, different rates of tax could have been applied to
different classes of property, and if necessary, certain classes of property
could have been entirely exempted from the property tax through the
Holliday technique of omission.
JUDICIAL INTERPRETATION OF ARTICLE X, SECTION 1 IN 1962
Undoubtedly relying at least in part on the Holliday and Lutz cases,
the 1961 General Assembly passed a statute levying a 2 per cent excise
tax on automobiles in lieu of the property tax thereon.2" The primary
motivation in passing such an act was the same as that which prompted
passage of the Intangibles Tax Act twenty-eight years earlier. A great
many automobiles, a major category of property, were escaping taxation
entirely; some scheme was necessary not only to insure that the maximum
revenues would be obtained, but also, to put an end to the inequities
which necessarily result when one man pays a tax on his automobile
while his neighbor does not.2 Comparing the tax aspects of the two
acts, there would seem to be almost no difference between them. In
each case a certain class of property was exempted from the property
tax and subjected to an excise tax. But when the court in Wright v.
Steers," considered the constitutionality of the excise tax on automobiles
it criticized the reasoning of Lutz v. Arnold, chose not to follow it, and
held the 1961 act unconstitutional as violating article X, section 1 of the
constitution. 2 The court said that the part of the Lutz decision holding
28. Lutz v. Arnold, 208 Ind. 480, 504, 193 N.E. 840, 849 (1935).
29. Ind. Acts of 1961, ch. 345.
30. Other bills were introduced at the 1961 General Assembly designed to facilitate
the collection of the property tax on automobiles. These include H.B. 390 (S.B. 245)
which would have transferred to the county treasurers responsibility for issuing vehicle
registration plates and H.B. 380 which provided for collection of the property tax on
automobiles at the time the registration plates were issued. In one case the duties (and
therefore powers) of state and local officials were combined in the hands of the local
officer and in the other, in the hands of the state officer. Obviously, both schemes are
and will continue to be objectionable to one group or the other.
31. 179 N.E. 2d 721 (Ind. 1962).
32. The court said that the act failed whether it was called a property or an excise
tax. As a property tax it was invalid because it provided for a different rate of assess-
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that intangibles could be expressly exempted from the property tax is an
anomaly in the state's constitutional history, and entirely unsupported by
precedent either before or after the decision. The court in Wright was
not impressed with the Lutz reliance on the Holliday case. Although the
exact reasons are not made clear in Wright, the court apparently sees a
distinction between omitting property from the tax, as was the case in
Holliday, and expressly exempting property, as is done in the Intangibles
Tax Act. Furthermore, in Lutz, a great deal of attention had been given
to the practicalities and merits of the legislation, which the court in the
Wright case said was not a proper consideration in determining consti-
tutionality.
At the same time the court handed down Finney v. Johnson," hold-
ing unconstitutional a 1961 act which provided that household goods
should be assessed for property tax purposes at 5 per cent of the value
of the improvements on the real estate in which the household goods are
kept and that the value so determined would be presumed to be 33 1/3 per
cent of true cash value.3" This act was an attempt by the General As-
sembly to implement a tax which is virtually impossible to admini-
strate. It is no exaggeration to say that no administratively workable
method now exists which will permit an accurate valuation of household
goods. If the assessor, who in the vast majority of cases is a non-
professional and untrained in assessment methods prior to undertaking
his duties as assessor,"5 must himself examine the value of all the house-
hold goods at each residence, he would be forced to spend nearly all of
his time on this task alone. Furthermore, how is an untrained assessor
to know the value of a painting, a fine antique, or a myriad of other
household furnishings? On the other hand, if the householder is asked
to assess his property himself, he will probably have little compunction
about "forgetting" certain expensive items and will, in general, be prone
to undervalue his property. 6 Efforts have been made to steer between
this Scylla of ineptitude and Charybdis of dishonesty. In 1961, the In-
diana legislature's Commission on State Tax and Financing Policy
recommended that article X, section 1 be amended in order to abolish the
ment and taxation of automobiles, and as an excise tax it failed because it expressly
exempted automobiles from the property tax. Ibid.
33. 179 N.E.2d 718 (Ind. 1962).
34. Ind. Acts of 1961, ch. 325.
35. See 1959 CITIZENSHIP CLEARING HOUSE SURVEY, SELECTED CFEARACTERISTICS OF
INDIANA COUNTY ASSESSORS 1-4 (1960).
36. In 1958, it was estimated that only 20% of the value of household goods ap-
peared on the tax rolls. See INDIANA COMMISSION ON STATE TAX AND FINANCING
POLIcY, STAFF REPoRTS 111 (1959).
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tax on household goods entirely" and a bill to do so was introduced at
the 92nd General Assembly. 8 It was reported favorably out of commit-
tee, but got no further.
Failing a constitutional amendment, assessment of household goods
at a fixed per cent of the value of the house in which they are kept would
seem to be a measure calculated to introduce at least some uniformity in-
to an area which heretofore had been a morass of confusion and in-
equality." But in ruling on the constitutionality of the 1961 household
goods act the Indiana Supreme Court concluded that a technique which
determines the value of one kind of property by taking a per cent of the
value of another kind does not secure a "just valuation" of the property
as required by article X, section 1. Accordingly the act was held un-
constitutional." Two features of this 1961 act bothered the court. First,
the relationship between the actual value of household goods and the
value of the improvements in which they are kept was held to be too
remote to satisfy the "just valuation" requirement. To the court, "just
value" obviously means actual value or a proportion thereof. The
court's second objection to the act was that no provision was made for
the initiation of a reassessment if the method provided in the statute
resulted in too low a value being placed on the household goods (al-
though the act did provide that the taxpayer could petition for such re-
assessment if he felt he was being overassessed). The result, of course,
would be a non-uniform rate of assessment on household goods.4"
Household goods are now assessed according to regulation #16, and
37. INDIANA COMMISSION ON STATE TAX AND FiNANCING POLICY, CURRENT STUDIES
OF INDIANA TAX POLICY 32 (1961).
38. HJ. REs. 1, 92d Indiana General Assembly (1961).
39. See INDIANA STATE BOARD OF TAX COMMISSIONERS, op. cit. supra note 18, at
6, 11, 19.
40. The court in Finney said it recognized the problems confronting tax adminis-
trators in the matter of assessment of household goods, but said that it would not
stretch the wording of article X, § 1 to cover the 1961 act. If the General Assembly
felt that such an act was meritorious, it must first amend the constitution.
41. What alternatives are now open to the General Assembly to achieve some
equality in the taxation of an individual's personal property? It could, of course, try
to find some other more accurate measure of the value of household goods. But any
such statute will be subject to the same criticisms as the 1961 act, and will, of course,
be tested in the courts, a process which in the case of the 1961 act, took almost a year.
If the General Assembly guesses wrong in 1963 on what is an accurate measure of
value, then two more years must elapse before it can try again. Meanwhile, the same
problems of inequality exist. One thing the General Assembly cannot do is expressly
exempt household goods from the property tax. In view of Wright, such an exemp-
tion would certainly be held unconstitutional. It might try the Holliday technique of
"omission," but just how this could be done is difficult to imagine. The present property
tax law makes no specific provisions for assessing and valuing household goods. All
such rules are made by the State Board of Tax Commissioners and whether the
Holliday rationale would extend to omission by an administrative body is questionable.
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forms 101 and 101B adopted by the State Board of Tax Commissioners
in December, 1961.42 Form 101 calls for assessment on a room by room
basis and lists seven quality categories of household goods, together with
suggested values for each room in the house. The taxpayer is to assess
himself and he is to determine the quality category in which he should
place his rooms by looking at the value of his house. The form says, for
example, that category number 1, highest quality, "normally applies to
rooms in homes with a current market value of 50,000 dollars or over."
Corresponding home values are given for each of the other six quality cate-
gories.4" The form indicates that these values are only guides and sug-
gestions and not binding on the taxpayer, but it is clear that those re-
sponsible for the administration of the property tax on household goods
feel that the most feasible method of arriving at the value of such goods
is to consider the value of the improvements on the real estate in which
they are located-the same principle prescribed in the 1961 act and pro-
scribed by the supreme court. This is not to suggest that the State
Board of Tax Commissioners should change its rules nor that the su-
preme court should have stretched its interpretation of article X, section
1 to cover the 1961 household goods act, but it does suggest in the strong-
est terms that article X, section 1 must be amended to give the legislature
flexibility in fashioning effective, productive and equitable tax statutes.
To continue to operate under this inflexible and archaic mandate is to
force officials to act, if not outside the law, then at least on its periphery.
CURRENT STATUS OF CERTAIN OTHER PROPERTY TAX STATUTES
In light of the Indiana Supreme Court's recent decisions, the fate of
certain other Indiana statutes, which either exempt specified property
from taxation or apply to it a different rate of tax, appears uncertain
should these statutes now be tested or retested in the courts."
As mentioned earlier, the intangibles tax would appear to fall
squarely within the holding in Wright v. Steers." It should fall as an ex-
42. See INDIANA STATE BOARD OF TAX COMMISSIONERS, PERSONAL PROPERTY AS-
SESSMENT MANUAL (1962).
43. This method of assessment is not mandatory and herein may lie a significant
difference between it and the procedure set out in the 1961 statute. Under the State
Board of Tax Commissioners' rules, the taxpayer may, if he chooses, list all his per-
sonal property and value each item separately. But in order to do so he must first
obtain a different form from the Township Assessor.
44. See note 13 supra.
45. 179 N.E.2d 721 (Ind. 1962). The court said: "The weakness of the reason-
ing in the Lutz case is apparent, and this court is not inclined to extend the application
of the case, but restrict it to its most narrow application and the facts there involved."
Wright v. Steers, supra, at 726. One can only speculate on whether the court would
uphold the intangibles tax if its constitutionality were tested again. But it is fair to
say that now the facts have changed. Even at the time Lutz was decided, there was
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cise tax, because it exempts a certain class of property from the ad
valorem property tax; and it should fail as a property tax, because it
provides for a rate of assessment and taxation of intangibles different
from the rate applied to real and tangible personal property.46
In 1921, in order to encourage reforestation of land, the General
Assembly provided that if trees of a given size and number were grow-
ing or had been planted on land, the owner could apply to have it classi-
fied as forest land and all lands so classified would be assessed at one
dollar per acre for general taxation purposes. 7 The constitutionality of
this statute has never been questioned in the courts, but it is not difficult
to predict the result were the act to be so tested. The statute is a perfect
example of the kind of classification of property for tax purposes which
is forbidden by article X, section 1. A certain kind of property is taken
out of the general scheme of taxation and subjected to a special arbitrary
rate of assessment which bears no relation to the actual value of the
land.48 Furthermore, when the owner of the land withdraws it from the
some thought that the tax was really a property and not an excise tax. See 10 IND. L.J.
450 (1935). As passed in 1933, the tax was payable when any of the incidents of taxa-
tion occurred, which is characteristic of an excise tax. But the act has been amended
since then; the tax is now assessed and payable on a fixed day, just as the regular prop-
erty tax.
46. What the tax status of intangible property would be, should the Intangibles
Tax Act be declared unconstitutional, is not clear. Depending on what the court de-
termines the legislative intent to be, intangibles might be entirely exempt from taxation,
or they might be subject to the regular property tax, i.e., assessment at 33-113% of true
cash value and taxation at the local rate. The statutes could be interpreted as support-
ing either conclusion. The 1961 Assessment Act (Ind. Acts of 1961, ch. 319) now
contains all the provisions for the assessment of property and by its definition is limited
to tangible property. According to the Holliday case, if the statute sets out no method
for assessment and valuation of property, then such property cannot be taxed. There-
fore, a convincing argument could be made that intangibles would not be taxable should
the intangibles tax be declared invalid. However, there is an alternative argument. A
declaration that the Intangibles Tax Act is now unconstitutional would presumably re-
vive the acts repealed by it in 1933, including Ind. Acts of 1921, ch. 260, which pro-
vided for the listing of intangible property on the taxpayer's return. This act, coupled
with the provision in the 1961 Assessment Act which provides that "The assessor shall
determine and settle the assessed value of each item on the taxpayer's return . . ."
[IND. ANN. STAT. § 64-604 (Burns 1961)] would support an argument that intangibles
should be taxed in the same manner as other personal property. Further support for
this argument is found in the statutes now in force for the levy and collection of taxes,
particularly IND. ANN. STAT. § 64-2002 (Burns 1961) which provides that the county
auditor when making out the tax duplicate: ". . . shall enter in separate columns: . . .
Fourth. All corporate stock and personal property subject to taxation. . . ." Either
alternative will result in a loss of revenue to the state. If intangibles are not taxed,
state revenues will be diminished by approximately $6,000,000 per year. If intangibles
are taxed as other personal property the rates will be so high that capital will be con-
fiscated and the owners of intangibles simply will not list them on their tax returns, the
same situation which prevailed prior to 1933.
47. IND. ANN. STAT. §§ 32-301 to -319 (Burns 1949).
48. The same arguments would apply to the vessel tonnage tax, IND. ANN. STAT.
§§ 64-3101 to -3108 (Burns 1961), which levies a tax of 3c per net ton on all vessels
registered in Indiana in lieu of all other taxes thereon.
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classification as forest land he must pay an increment tax equal to the
increase in the value of the land during the time it was so classified."'
When this occurs, the rate of taxation, as well as the rate of assessment,
is different from that applied to other property. In 1921, the Attorney
General of Indiana expressed doubt that the act, if challenged, would
meet the uniformity requirements of article X, section 1.50 A very simi-
lar act passed by the Pennsylvania legislature was declared by that state's
supreme court to be unconstitutional5' because it violated the uniformity
clause in the Pennsylvania constitution. 2
In addition to the statutes which exclude certain property from the
general tax base, Indiana provides that various property owners may
deduct a certain portion of the value of their property and pay tax only
on the remainder. Those entitled to such deductions, in varying amounts,
include mortgagors, "8 certain veterans,54 blind persons," persons over
sixty-five years old 6 and volunteer firemen.17 In effect, this amounts to
exempting from the tax a portion of the property of these persons, and
logically should be justified only if the property is used for one of the six
exemptible purposes listed in article X, section 1.
Of these deductions only that given to mortgagors has been tested
in the courts." It was justified not on an exemption basis, (indeed, the
court said it could not be supported as an exemption), but on the ground
that in allowing the deduction the General Assembly was providing a
method for arriving at a "just valuation" of property. The court said
that since mortgages are sometimes treated as defeasible sales, it is proper
to divide the property for tax purposes between the mortgagee and the
mortgagor; the fact that the act also could have levied a tax on the
mortgage in the hands of the mortgagee did not invalidate the deduction
as to the mortgagor. But, as pointed out by the dissent, allowance of a
deduction of a fixed sum regardless of the actual amount of the mort-
49. See IND. ANN. STAT. § 32-317 (Burns 1949).
50. 1921 Ops. ATr'Y GEN. OF INDIANA 424.
51. See Clearfield Bituminous Coal Corp. v. Thomas, 336 Pa. 572, 9 A.2d 727
(1939).
52. The uniformity clause in Pennsylvania's constitution is article IX, § 1, which
reads:
All taxes shall be uniform, upon the same class of subjects, within the terri-
torial limits of the authority levying the tax . . . but the General Assembly
may, by general laws, exempt from taxation property used for public, religious,
burial, or charitable purposes and property used by veterans' organizations.
53. See IND. ANN. STAT. § 64-228 (Burns 1961).
54. See IND. ANN. STAT. §§ 64-218, -221 (Burns 1961).
55. See IND. ANN. STAT. § 64-224 (Burns 1961).
56. See IND. ANN. STAT. § 64-225 (Burns 1961).
57. See IND. ANN. STAT. § 48-316 (Bums 1950).
58. See State ex rel. Lewis v. Smith, 158 Ind. 543, 63 N.E. 25 (1902).
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gage indebtedness is not a measure designed to arrive at the true value of
the property." This statute is an excellent example of the use of the
property tax by the General Assembly to further a public policy (in this
case, home ownership). But as the decision indicates, the strict uni-
formity requirements of article X, section 1 forbid doing so in an open-
handed manner. The court, if it chooses to allow the General Assembly
to so use the property tax, must resort to a specious kind of reasoning to
circumvent the effect of article X, section 1.
One of the earliest cases concerning deductions allowed to indi-
viduals because of a personal status was State ex rel. Tiemnan v. The City
of dianapolis,"0 which held unconstitutional an act of the General As-
sembly purporting to exempt from the property tax up to 500 dollars of the
property of a widow, unmarried female or minor female whose father
was dead. The court said this could not be justified under any of the
possible exemptions listed in article X, section 1 including that for charity,
because charity connotes some public benefit and that benefit is absent
here. Would not the same reasoning apply if the deductions allowed to
veterans, blind and aged persons were tested today in the courts? The
reasoning in the mortgage deduction case is clearly inapplicable. One's
age or degree of disability bears no relation to the value of his property.
The only possible justification would be that such deductions are in the
nature of a charitable exemption. Blind, aged and disabled persons, un-
less given financial help of this kind, may become unable to care for
themselves and may at some time require support from the state or some
other charitable organization. These deductions, like that for a mortgage,
are given by the General Assembly to further a public policy. But should
they be challenged in the courts, they would seem to be indistinguishable
from the 500 dollar deduction allowed to fatherless or husbandless fe-
males. If no charitable purpose could be found for such females, none
would seem to be present in the case of veterans, blind or aged persons.
The deduction allowed to volunteer firemen would seem to have even
less justification, since it is difficult to see any charitable purpose and
there is clearly no relationship between the value of property and the
service performed. This, like the others mentioned, would seem to have
been given solely to further a public policy."
59. State ex rel Lewis v. Smith, supra note 58, at 565 (separate opinion).
60. 69 Ind. 375 (1879).
61. There are several other exemption statutes whose validity could be questioned,
but which are not discussed in detail here. These would include the exemptions given
to veteran, fraternal and military organizations. Their validity will depend on whether
or not these organizations fall within the educational or charitable exemptions allowed
by article X, § 1. All the exemption statutes are presently being studied by a sub-
committee of the Commission on State Tax and Financing Policy with a view to pos-
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Given the nature of Indiana's economy in 1851, the uniformity re-
quirements of article X, section 1, were undoubtedly an excellent means
of achieving an equitable distribution of the property tax burden. But
as tangible and intangible personal property replaces land as the index of
wealth,62 those same requirements become a major obstacle to an equit-
able distribution. The ideal is still the same, but the means of achieving
it must change with the times.
Since it is impossible to tax all property equally, a de facto classifi-
cation system necessarily is created by administrative fiat.63 Whether
such a classification system is sanctioned by a state's constitution or
whether it is proscribed by the constitution but nonetheless provided for
in legislation sustained by the courts, makes little difference in the ulti-
mate effectiveness of the tax. With few exceptions this latter circum-
stance prevailed in Indiana until very recently.
But in the 1962 decisions in Wright v. Steers and Finney v. John-
son, the Indiana Supreme Court has indicated its intention now to adopt
a strict, literal interpretation of article X, section 1, and in so doing has
not only cast grave doubt upon the validity of numerous Indiana tax
statutes but has also effectively closed the door previously open to the
sible recodification. There is, however, one other interesting statute worthy of mention
here. IND. AN. STAT. §§ 64-1901 to -1917 (Burns 1961) provide for the assessment of
the distributable property, as defined in the statute, of public utilities by the State Board
of Tax Commissioners. This assessed value is then allocated to the various local taxing
units and taxed at the local rate with the exception, however, of the distributable prop-
erty of railroad car companies. It is taxed by the state at a rate equal to the average
state property tax rate for the current year and the money so collected is paid into the
state general fund. This seems to be a unique statute. It removes a class of property
from the local property tax and makes it assessable and taxable by the state-thereby
making the state the taxing jurisdiction. The reason for such an arrangement is ob-
vious. Distributable property of railroad car companies consists largely of baggage
and freight cars with no definite situs, so it would be impossible to allocate much prop-
erty to a local taxing jurisdiction. But it raises an interesting question as to whether
the General Assembly could remove other kinds of property from the local property tax
and make it taxable by the state at some uniform rate without violating article X, § 1.
62. The annual reports of the Auditor of the State of Indiana show that the per-
centage that the assessed value of personal property bears to the total assessed value of
all property in the state has increased steadily over the years. In 1937 it was 33.1%,
in 1947 it was 41.8% and in 1957 it had increased to 45.3%.
63. The administration of the property tax in Illinois is an excellent example of a
de facto classification system. The Illinois constitution requires the strictest degree of
uniformity in the taxation of property. Because such a provision is impossible to com-
ply with, local assessors have developed detailed and often quite formal classification
systems by which the effective rate of tax is different on different classes of property.
These systems have been acquiesced in by the courts. For discussion of the uniformity
problem in Illinois see NawrousE, CONSTITUTIONAL UNIFORMITY AND EQUALITY IN
STATE TAXATION 116-66 (1959) ; 33 ILL. L. REV. 57 (1938) ; Illinois Personal Property
Tax Commission, Illinois Archaic Property Tax System (1960) (mimeo).
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General Assembly to achieve some equity in the property tax.
This reversal of position by the court comes at a time when two fac-
tors in particular dictate the need for flexibility in the design of tax
measures. The first is the current depleted state of Indiana's finances
and the growing need for more state revenue. 4 The 1963 session of the
General Assembly will be faced with the alternative of either raising
state taxes or curtailing state services. Because state and local revenues
are very closely related, the property tax must now be made to produce
as much revenue as possible. The second factor is school corporation re-
organization,"5 and the need it is creating for equity in the administration
of the property tax. When several townships are combined in a single
school unit,6 the property of the residents of those townships must be
uniformly assessed or neighbors will be taxed at different effective rates
for the same services.6 7 Such uniformity, it is submitted, will not, per-
haps cannot, be achieved so long as the constitution requires that all prop-
erty be taxed alike. Amending article X, section 1 is not a panacea. It
will not cure all the ills of the property tax," but it will be a giant step
in that direction.
The exact form that an amendment to article X, section 1 should
take depends on one's idea of how much freedom the General Assembly
should have to exercise its own judgment and this, in turn, is a matter of
political philosophy.6 9 At the very least, some provision should be made
in article X, section 1 to allow a different treatment of intangible prop-
erty, household goods and motor vehicles. At the other end of the scale,
64. See Minutes of the Meeting of the Commission on State Tax and Financing
Policy on May 9, 1962; Indianapolis Star, July 26, 1962, p. 1, cols. 2-5; Indianapolis
Times, July 26, 1962, p. 16, col. 2; Indianapolis News, July 26, 1962, p. 2, col. 3-6.
65. See generally IND. ANN. STAT. §§ 28-6101 to -6129 (Burns Supp. 1962).
66. The records of the Indiana State Commission for the Reorganization of School
Corporations as of July 1, 1962, show that since the school reorganization act went into
effect in 1959, reorganization has reduced the number of existing school corporations
in 36 counties from 377 to 175. This number has been further reduced by regular con-
solidations and consolidations under the Metropolitan School District Act, IND. ANN.
STAT. §§ 28-2431 to -2453(b) (Burns Supp. 1962).
67. At present such uniformity does not exist See INDIANA STATE BOARD OF TAX
COMMISSIONERS, op. cit. supra note 18.
68. The property tax has long been subject to violent criticism on both practical
and theoretical grounds. See SELIGMAN, ESSAYS IN TAXATION 19-62 (8th ed. 1913);
Haig, A History of the General Property Tax in Illitwis, 3 U. ILL. STUDIES IN THE SO-
ciAL ScmzcEs 22 (1914).
69. Whether or not the property tax should be so flexible that it can be used as
an instrument to further whatever social goals the General Assembly thinks are worthy
is a question open to some debate. There are those who maintain that it, like other
taxes, should serve this function. On the other hand some would say that to allow such
a use of the property tax is to open the door to unending battles in the legislature for
special treatment of certain interest groups and could ultimately lead to an uneconomic
use of property.
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the General Assembly could be given the power to make whatever provi-
sions it deems necessary to secure the equitable taxation of property.7
Whichever course is chosen, the action should be instituted at the 1963
session of the Indiana General Assembly.7' Until article X, section 1 is
amended, the validity of many statutes is uncertain and the General As-
sembly's hands are effectively tied, at a time when productivity and
equity in the property tax are desperately needed."2
FEDERAL DISTRICT COURT CONSOLIDATION ORDERS AND
THE FINAL JUDGMENT RULE
Rule 42 (a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure permits a fed-
eral judge, at his discretion, to order a joint hearing or trial when matters
in issue, in different actions, involve a common question of law or fact.
Such an order is called a consolidation order and has as its avowed pur-
pose the avoidance of unnecessary costs or delay. Although not subject
to immediate appeal within the meaning of section 1291 of the Judiciary
and Judicial Procedure Code of 1948, there is substantial conflict among
the courts of appeal as to whether exceptional circumstances warrant an
appeal before a final judgment.' This conflict was most recently recog-
nized by the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit in Kelly v. Greer"
where the appellant contested the validity of a consolidation order made
by the district court judge on the motion of the plaintiff. The appellate
court indicated that while some circuits had allowed immediate appellate
70. Such a bill was introduced at the 1961 General Assembly. S.J.Res. 7, 92d
Indiana General Assembly (1961). It passed the senate but was never reported out of
the House Judiciary A Committee.
71. An amendment to article VI, § 11 of the Indiana constitution passed the 92d
General Assembly in 1961. According to article XVI, § 2 of the constitution, no new
amendment can be introduced while one is pending. If, however, the pending one is
rejected by the 93d General Assembly, new ones could be introduced at that session.
72. There have been some indications that such an amendment would receive sup-
port in the 93d General Assembly. The 1962 Indiana Republican Platform, section on
Tax Reforms and Repeal says: "We advocate an end to the unjust, confused and ex-
pensive assessment of household goods." The Marion County Republican candidates for
the General Assembly have said that they will campaign on a platform calling for the
elimination of the household personal property tax. Indianapolis Times, August 1,
1962, p. 15, cols. 3-5.
1. On appeal, the injury normally complained of is that the consolidation has
either caused confusion to the jury or prejudiced the complainant's cause. See Wil-
liams v. National Sur. Corp., 257 F.2d 771 (5th Cir. 1958) ; United States v. Knauer,
149 F.2d 519 (7th Cir. 1945), aff'd, 328 U.S. 654 (1946) ; Polito v. Molarsky, 123 F.2d
258 (8th Cir. 1941), cert. den., 315 U.S. 804 (1942) ; Associated Indem. Corp. v. Davis,
51 F. Supp. 835 (N.D. Pa. 1943).
2. 295 F.2d 18 (3d Cir. 1961).
